BURGLAR BARS

NOTE:

TOP HUNG - OPEN OUTSIDE.

2 X 4.5 mm FLAT BAR TYPE, BURGLAR BARS FOR ENTIRE WINDOW.

PARAGRAPH 4.4.2 a OF SANS 10400 PART N

STANDARD STEEL FRAMES - E-TYPE

2 X LOW GLOSS ENAMEL PAINT FINISH

OBSCURE GLASS AS SHOWN, FROSTED TYPE

STANDARD PUTTY FIXING

ALL AS PER MANUFACTURE, Samples to be approved by Architect.

ALL WINDOW FITTINGS TO BE STANDARD CHROME PLATED FITTINGS.

NOTE: 2 440 mm HEIGHT ONLY AT BLOCK - R

BLOCK - N3 Council substation

BLOCK - G3 Class GR 7-9

BLOCK - E1 Therapy

BLOCK - B Grade R

BLOCK - Q1 Hostel senior boys

BLOCK - L Hall

BLOCK - G3 Class GR 7-9

BLOCK - G1 Class GR 1-3

BLOCK - E1 Therapy

BLOCK - Q3 Hostel girls

TOTAL:

TO BE CHECKED BY

NOTE:

2 X 2-BH ONE WINDOW

ALL AS PER MANUFACTURES SPEC'S AND TYPICAL DETAIL

STD. RED OXIDE FACTORY PRIME COAT
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